NOTIFICATION OF EVENT OR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE--PNO-TMI-83-06

This preliminary notification constitutes EARLY notice of events of POSSIBLE safety or public interest significance. The information is as initially received without verification or evaluation and is basically all that is known by NRC staff on this date.

Facility: GPU Nuclear Corporation
Three Mile Island, Unit 2
Docket Number 50-320

Licensee Emergency Classification: X Not Applicable

Subject: PARKS - BECHTEL SETTLEMENT OF DEPARTMENT OF LABOR (DOL) COMPLAINT

GPU Nuclear informed TMIP0 that Mr. Richard Parks and Bechtel had reached a settlement of Mr. Parks' DOL complaint. Mr. Parks is to be reassigned as a Senior Startup Engineer (his present title) at another Bechtel project (Coolwater Coal Gasification project in Southern California). Neither party is to make further public comments other than simultaneous press announcements (expected today) by GAP and Bechtel. All parties are to cooperate with official inquiries.

Media interest may occur because of public sensitivity to TMI related issues. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was informed.

This preliminary notification is issued for information only and no further action by the TMIP0 is anticipated.

The NRC TMI Program Office received notification of this information from the licensee at 4:00 PM, July 27, 1983 and this information was current as of 8:00 AM, today.

Contact: L. Barrett 590-1120
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